
Autumn mushrooms made from polystyrene balls
Instructions No. 671
 Difficulty: Advanced

These pretty mushrooms are a craft idea with many variation possibilities. They are made Structure Paste from half round Polystyrene balls, sticks and fit into
every autumn decoration.

Here's how it works  

Saw a 20 cm and a 25 cm long wooden stick and glue them with hot glue
approximately in the middle of the bark slices 

Now halve the Polystyrene ball with a long, sharp knife and stick the halves
onto the round bars. Due to the high temperature of the hot glue, the stick
melts into the hemisphere. Apply the light structure paste with a Spatula first
to the underside of the hemispheres, i.e. the cut surfaces, then to the
rounding. Use a wooden stick to draw circles into the moist mass and let it
dry thoroughly.

Wrap the round bars with strips of Straw silk paperwhich you will be using
Napkin varnish fix it. After drying, prime the umbrellas in Indian yellow and
May green and wipe over with Terracotta or olive green. Press lightly with
Paint sponge so that the outline of the curls becomes visible 

Then glue a cuff of bobbin lace around the trunk. Place the tip once flat and once in frills on top of it.

Then decorate the bark discs with plate moss and blades of grass from Natural paper. Strengthen a
blade of grass with a wire so that the butterfly can sit on it. This is made of natural paper and has
feelers made of aluminium wire.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
661607 Beech round barØ 25 mm 1
600217 Polystyrene ball, Ø 12 cm 1
842051-10 VBSAcrylic Structure Paste "Lightweight structure"100 ml 1
611886 VBS Bark discs "Oval" 1
706605-02 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsIvory 1
607148 Plate moss, 50 g 1
726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
131056 VBS Plastic spatula, 5 parts 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
120371-10 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 10/10 mm 1
120364-04 VBS Brush with round tip "Easy Brush"Size 04/3,4 mm 1
130288 Handicraft saw 1
631976 Aluminium wire, 1mm, 3m, silver 1
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